
NEBRASKA PUBLIC POWER DISTRICT
EXEMPT POSITION PROFILE/ESSENTIAL JOB FUNCTIONS

(SUPERVISOR/MANAGER)

POSITION TITLE: Chief Audit and Ethics Officer

LOCATION: Columbus

FLSA CLASSIFICATION: Exempt

JOB GROUP:

SALARY INFORMATION (Leave Blank: To be completed by HR)

BUSINESS UNIT/DEPT.: Internal Audit Services

POSITION REPORTS TO: President/CEO and Audit &
Compliance Committee

BUSINESS UNIT APPROVAL: Pat Pope, President & CEO

HR APPROVAL: Deb Hamling, HR Representative

EFFECTIVE DATE: March 30, 2012

POSITION SUMMARY: (Describe the overall purpose of this
position and areas of responsibility.)

Manage and direct the activities of the Internal Audit Services
Department, including development of appropriate audit
methodologies, approaches, and the delivery of professional
audit services. This also includes assessment of risks and the
control environment to ensure: 1) the District's assets are
safeguarded, 2) effective and efficient operations, 3) accuracy
of financial and operating information, and 4) corporate goals
and objectives are achieved. Prepare reports for Management and
the Board of Directors as necessary giving an opinion and
recommendations related to the control environment. Oversee
development and enforcement of NPPD Code of Conduct and Ethics
policies. Also, oversee the District's Employee Ethics Line and
Ethics training process.  Chair the NPPD Grievance and FFD
Appeal process and the CNS Access Appeal process.

PRIMARY DUTY OF POSITION: (List the main, major or most
important duty that the employee performs more than 50% of
his/her time)

Oversee the Internal Audit services Department staff to ensure
audits are carried out in accordance with the Board approved
audit plan and at a quality level which meets the Institute of
Internal Auditors Auditing Standards.

ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS OF POSITION: (List the essential functions
for which the incumbent is held accountable. This section of the
profile should only include those duties, responsibilities,
etc., that are essential to the job. Essential job functions are
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the fundamental job duties of the position (why the position
exists).

Job functions can be categorized as essential for six primary
reasons:
A. The position exists to perform this function.
B. There are a limited number of employees available to perform
this function.
C. Function requires specialized skills/training.
D. Past incumbents have performed this function.
E. Incumbents in similar jobs perform this function.
F. The consequences of not performing this function are
significant.
Please use the letter codes above (A-F) to indicate why each
function listed below is essential to the position.

Essential functions do not include marginal (non essential)
functions which are duties that are part of the job but are
incidental or ancillary to the purpose or nature of the job. Do
not list the individual tasks or steps that must be performed to
accomplish the end result, but rather the end result itself.
Please indicate separately if one of the duties is assuming lead
responsibility for other employees on a regular basis.)

A. Determine, plan, and supervise the work of auditors and other
subordinates in the performance of internal audits and audits of
entities/vendors which provide goods or services to the
District. Provide consulting services as they relate to control
and risk assessment issues.

Reason Essential: A,B,C,D,F

B. Develop and monitor department audit plans; coordinate and
prioritize audit projects; determine proper audit resources for
projects; ensure responsibilities are properly assigned; and
results of audits are properly communicated. Ensure the
continued development and training of department personnel.

Reason Essential: A,B,C,D,E,F

C. Consult with Management, manage the Department's activities
in fraud investigations, and participate on special projects and
committees regarding protection and control of District assets
and internal control environment issues.

Reason Essential: A,B,C,D,F

D. Establish processes in which Internal Audit Services staff
and Management are allowed to identify risk exposure and related
audit concerns in order for such items to be considered in the
audit planning process. Establish effective working relation-
ships with the Board of Directors, Management, and the business
units to maximize the value of audit services.

Reason Essential: A,B,C,D,F

E. Report on a regular basis to Senior Management, Board of
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Directors, and the Audit and Performance Committee regarding
audit results, opinions, and recommendations as a result of
audit activities.

F. Establish practices and procedures which aid in the
establishment of a strong ethical culture with NPPD. This
includes developing a corporate Code of Conduct and Ethics
policy, being a central point of contact with respect to ethical
questions and/or resolution, establishing ethics awareness
and/or training material, and maintaining the NPPD Ethics Line
and coordinate investigation/review of each case.

Reason Essential: A,B,D,F

G. Serve as Chairman of the District's Fitness for Duty and CNS
Access Appeal processes. This includes selecting members of the
Fitness for Duty or Access Appeal Board, coordination of Appeal
Board meetings and review of issues, and ensuring Appeal Board
final ruling regarding the appeal is properly communicated.
Incumbent is required to maintain unescorted  access to Cooper
Nuclear Station.

Reason Essential A,B,C,D,E,F

H. Serve as Chairman of the District's Employee Grievance
process. This includes selecting members of the Grievance Board,
coordination of Grievance Hearings, and ensuring Grievance Board
decisions are properly communicated.
Reason Essential: A,B,D,E,F

NON ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS OF POSITION:

A. Incumbent is accountable for miscellaneous other
responsibilities as assigned or required.

QUANTITATIVE INFORMATION:

A. Number of direct reporting positions: 5

B. Total number of reporting positions:
(Include Item A): 5

DECISION MAKING AUTHORITY: (Briefly describe the types of
decisions the incumbent may make without seeking additional
approval.)

Determine proper methodology and processes for identifying areas
of risk and/or concern in which audit resources should be
directed. Alter the audit plan and re-direct audit resources as
deemed appropriate for changing risk environment. Prepare and
issue departmental guidelines and/or procedures related to audit
and/or administrative processes. Establish budget and approve
expenditures within established policies. Evaluate staff
performance and conduct performance appraisals for staff.
Authorize training and development of staff as deemed
appropriate to ensure audit skills are current and value-added.
Interview and hire for vacancies within the department.
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QUALIFICATIONS: (List the qualifications to be considered for
this position, including education and training, licenses and/or
certifications, prior related experience, and competencies.)

A. Education and Training:

Bachelor degree in one or more of areas of accounting,
finance, business administration, engineering, law, or related
utility profession is required. MBA or advanced degree is
preferred.

B. Licenses and/or Certifications Required:

Professional Certification preferred related to internal or
external auditing, ethics, and/or utility field. (i.e. Certified
Internal Auditor, Certified Public Accountant, Certified
Management Accountant, Certified Fraud Examiner, Certified
Information Systems Auditor.)

Incumbent is required to maintain unescorted  access to Cooper
Nuclear Station.

C. Prior Related Experience:

Three years of supervisory experience is required or five
years as a Senior Auditor.

Five years of progressive professional-level auditing
experience or seven years of progressive utility operations
experience is required.

D. Leadership Competencies:

1. Safety-Embraces and exhibits strong nuclear and/or industrial
safety culture. Makes safety considerations a core part of doing
business and encourages others to do so.

2. Customer Focus-Dedicated to meeting the expectations and
requirements of internal and external customers. Gets first hand
customer information and uses it to improve products and
services. Establishes and maintains effective relationships with
customer.

3. Focus on Process Excellence-Demonstrates strong inner drive
to achieve excellence while striving for low cost, simplicity
and speed to enhance operational excellence and eliminate
bureaucracy.

4. Results Oriented-Commits to and meets bottom line results
while expecting and supporting achievement of the same from
others.

5. Energy-Brings positive energy to the job and behaves in a way
that energizes others.

6. Informing-Provides the information people need to know to do
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their jobs and feel good about being a member of a team,
department, business unit, and/or NPPD. Seeks input and
acknowledges feedback.

7. Business Acumen-Possesses and demonstrates a keen
understanding of general business principles, NPPD financials,
and a general understanding of the NPPD ratemaking process. Uses
financial analysis to evaluate risk and make risk based
decisions.

8. Developing Direct Reports and Others-Provides challenging and
stretching tasks and assignments. Holds frequent development
discussions and ensures creation and execution of employees'
development plans.

9. Self knowledge and Self development-Knows personal strengths,
weaknesses, and limits. Seeks performance feedback, is open to
criticism, and is not defensive. Is personally committed to own
development and actively works to improve.

10. Managing and Measuring Work-Clearly assigns responsibility
for tasks and decisions. Sets clear objectives and measures.
Monitors process, progress, and results.

11. Alignment with the Mission-Is aligned with NPPD's culture,
values, and mission. Operates with the mission and values in
mind. Encourages others to act in a manner aligned with culture,
mission, and values.

12. Strategic Thinking-Considers a broad range of internal and
external factors with solving problems and making decisions. Is
a future oriented thinker. Translates broad strategies into
specific objectives and action plans.

NEBRASKA PUBLIC POWER DISTRICT
ESSENTIAL JOB FUNCTIONS DEMANDS AND CONDITIONS

POSITION TITLE: Internal Audit Services Manager

LOCATION: Columbus

DEPARTMENT: Internal Audit Services

POSITION DESCRIPTION DATE: December 31, 2010

This section of the profile should only include those duties,
responsibilities, etc., that are essential to the job. Essential
job functions are the fundamental job duties of the position
(why the position exists). Essential functions do not include
marginal functions which are duties that are part of the job but
are incidental or ancillary to the purpose or nature of the job.

ESSENTIAL JOB FUNCTIONS DEMANDS AND CONDITIONS:

Physical Demands
How much of the typical work day involves the following strength
requirements?
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85%- Sedentary work (exerting up to 10 pounds of force
occasionally and/or a negligible amount of force frequently).
5%- Light work (exerting up to 20 pounds of force occasionally
and/or up to 10 pounds of force frequently).
5%- Medium work (exerting up to 20-50 pounds of force
occasionally and/or 10-25 pounds of force frequently).
5%- Heavy work (exerting 50-100 pounds of force occasionally
and/or 25 50 pounds of force frequently).
0%- Very heavy work (exerting in excess of 100 pounds of force
occasionally and/or in excess of 50 pounds of force frequently).

Physical Demands         % of Time Performing
Climbing                 _X_N/A  ___0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%
Balancing                _X_N/A  ___0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%
Stooping                 ___N/A  _X_0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%
Kneeling                 ___N/A  _X_0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%
Crouching                _X_N/A  ___0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%
Crawling                 _X_N/A  ___0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%
Reaching                 ___N/A  _X_0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%
Handling                 ___N/A  _X_0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%
Fingering                ___N/A  ___0-33%  ___34-66%  _X_67-100%
Feeling                  ___N/A  _X_0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%
Talking                  ___N/A  ___0-33%  ___34-66%  _X_67-100%
Hearing                  ___N/A  ___0-33%  ___34-66%  _X_67-100%
Standing                 ___N/A  _X_0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%
Walking                  ___N/A  _X_0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%
Static Position          ___N/A  _X_0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%
Pushing                  ___N/A  _X_0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%
Pulling                  ___N/A  _X_0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%
Grasping                 ___N/A  _X_0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%
Seeing                   ___N/A  ___0-33%  ___34-66%  _X_67-100%
Repetitive Motion        ___N/A  _X_0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%
Carrying                 ___N/A  _X_0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%
Driving                  ___N/A  _X_0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%
Lifting (0-10 lbs)       ___N/A  _X_0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%
Lifting (10-25 lbs)      ___N/A  _X_0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%
Lifting (25-50 lbs)      ___N/A  _X_0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%
Lifting (over 50 lbs)    ___N/A  _X_0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%

Mental Demands
What mental demands are required to perform the tasks? (Mental
demands are not only learned mental skills, but also conditions
that call for mental discipline.) Examples include: reading
(documents or instruments), detailed work, confidentiality,
problem solving, language, stress, training, math, reasoning,
oral communication, written communication, customer contact,
multiple concurrent tasks, constant interruptions.

     Function                 % of Time Performing

     Reading______________    ___0-33%  _X_34-66%  ___67-100%
     Reasoning____________    ___0-33%  ___34-66%  _X_67-100%
     Stress_______________    ___0-33%  _X_34-66%  ___67-100%
     Oral communication___    ___0-33%  _X_34-66%  ___67-100%
     Written communication    ___0-33%  _X_34-66%  ___67-100%

 Confidentiality______ ___0-33%  _X_34-66%  ___67-100%
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Working Conditions (environmental)
Under what environmental conditions are the tasks performed,
e.g., range of temperature at worksite, dry/wet conditions,
noise levels, presence of dusts, odors, gases, fumes, lighting
levels, ventilation, cramped spaces, etc?

     Function                 % of Time Performing

     Office environment___    ___0-33%  ___34-66%  _X_67-100%
     Outside exposure____    _X_0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%
     Power plant noise/dust   _X_0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%
     Driving exposure_____    _X_0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%
     _____________________    ___0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%
Equipment Operation
What equipment is used to perform the tasks of this position?
All equipment and special materials needed to perform the task
should be noted. Examples include: machines, word processor,
forklift, mop/broom, mower, calculator, telephone, copier,
tools, grill, vehicles, cash register, lab apparatus, chemicals,
computer, cleaners.

     Type of Equipment        % of Time Operating

     PC___________________    ___0-33%  ___34-66%  _X_67-100%
     Copier_______________    _X_0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%
     Calculator___________    _X_0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%
     Vehicles_____________    _X_0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%
     _____________________    ___0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%

Additional Essential Functions Demands and Conditions
(Examples-travel, ERO duties.)

     Function                 % of Time Performing

     Travel_______________    _X_0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%
     _____________________    ___0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%
     _____________________    ___0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%
     _____________________    ___0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%
     _____________________    ___0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%

Personal Protective Equipment Required
(Examples-safety glasses/goggles, protective footwear,
respirator, FR clothing.)

     Required PPE            % of Time Required

     Safety glasses_______    _X_0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%
     Hard hat_____________    _X_0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%
     Safety shows_________    _X_0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%
     _____________________    ___0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%
     _____________________    ___0-33%  ___34-66%  ___67-100%
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